
The Sands Of Time
February 25, 2024

• February’s potential false flags, disruptions, exposures accelerated and transparency
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• Second half of February through March’s Saturn influence and how it can inspire stablization 
or implement bad decisions

• Neptune gets involved, offering idealism, inspiration and more distractions
• Review of U.S. Pluto crisis, first time astrology cycle causing a separating out from abuse

Well, this Stardrops may have been the most difficult to write yet, as I sense we’ve entered a 
never ventured before domain.

We’re on the precipice of claiming a higher empowerment universally, which has more control 
over the outpicturing of our future for ourselves and humanity than we realize. How we 
universally would love to be treated as a human race is becoming louder and clearer, and the 
2024- 2025 cycle could be the moment of getting to that halfway point of starting to see the 
change in reality.

At the root of this change, is a growing confidence within the people, a growing intelligence, 
education and the key, the humanitarian love for each other, which realizes our own 
competence in making smart global changes. This is taking over the old systems which 
before seemed overpowering.

The challenge for us now, is to not become complacent, but keep moving upwards in your 
own personal way.

February so far had us digesting information brought to light while several planets moved 
across Pluto in Aquarius, reaching yet another level of Aquarian transparency. This cutting 
through action against old beliefs, bringing changes in the world as more information 
regarding how our power systems operate were revealed. This has been the biggest theme 
so far in February under the series of Pluto conjunctions, the increase of conversations 
towards honest change and revelations of deeper layers of corruption. Also, bolder moves on 
the part of civilians not in established prominent positions in the world, becoming the 
instigators of these revelations independently which is very Aquarian.
The in depth analysis which has surfaced in the past few weeks to bring a transparency for 
Aquarian scrutiny and for future transformation has been plenty. In addition, the world is 
rapidly becoming so jaded in the way they have to handle news now, they wonder what they 
can even believe is real anymore.

In the first half of February, with several planets in conjunctions in Aquarius to Pluto, the deep 
dive into plutonian underground operations continues to awaken people, even though that 
cycle is now done.



The discussions were heavily detailed and the presenters articulate, precise without missing a
beat with unraveling complex activities and connecting the dots with their explanations 
winding around labyrinths of stories we never knew before. 

They may be local stories, company, corporate or public figure exposures or national 
departments, activities issues.
In our own personal lives, February brought our own exposures and truths also which were 
key for us so we could address these problems and fix them. My concern for February’s 
disruptive planetary energies from the last few Stardrops, was that it would be much more 
physically challenging on a large scale, and far more dangerous and dramatic than what 
we’ve experienced so far. I’m relieved it has not turned out this way, unless I missed 
something?

One of the main reasons for my concern was the Transit of Pluto beginning to oppose the 
U.S. Natal Uranus, beginning in February 2024 for a year strongly, then continuing for another
year. This eventful astrological cycle has never occurred in America before, and its behavior 
tends to create divisions, clear cut, severe confrontations, accusations and social separations 
because of identifying with one set of values and aspirations for our future against another set
of values and agendas for the future.

With this Pluto cycle just now beginning, a new kind of uncontrollable force is starting, where 
there would be a splitting apart of communities, groups or agencies, businesses, breaking 
free from another “agency or entity” from certain beliefs, positions people are taking, 
separation of cultural values or strong opinions and feelings from one community of people 
against another. In some cases it could appear like an isolated targeting, alienation taking 
place, and a realization reluctantly, that a new direction must take place for the future. Theres’
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no turning back. It separates one system, or consciousness on the planet from another 
consciousness.

It is occurring in the U.S astrology, however it’s involving the entire humanity.
Here is the search timeline and the wheel for transiting Pluto oppose U.S. Natal 1789 Uranus.

The Transit Of Pluto Opposing The U.S. 1789 Uranus In Leo.
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Pluto, Lower Right Side Oppose U.S. Natal 1789 Uranus, Upper Left 11th House.

These polarizing groups typically share a strong unified feeling of being at the end of their 
rope and have no other choice but to break apart. When your average individual receives this 
astrological transit, once in their lifetime to their own birth chart, this is what takes place, 
either you’re being alienated and shunned, or you’re leaving and pulling apart…and typically 
it’s drawn out in an agonizing process taking at least a year or longer. Now we’re witnessing 
this occur within a nation’s birth chart where it’s never occurred before.

The affirmations posted in the last Stardrops’ article was for the mitigation of any disruptive 
social drama, and we can use these affirmations throughout the year. I believe in diffusing 
challenging astrology with affirmations as they disrupt and can transmute the conflicting 
magnetic waves of planets as they create crosscurrents or rippling events which can be 
devastating for our society.
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Astrology in the wrong hands, can be amplified and used by those who track these trends and
use them negatively for their own end. This is called sorcery. So it’s not only the planets 
triggering events, but the humans facilitating the trend. Another reason to call for the planetary
mitigation.

Just look back at the devastating cycle December 17, 2019 through February 2020, as 
transiting Hades made a rare line up with the North Node (the welfare of the public), and 
opposed several planets including a Solar Eclipse in stellium in Capricorn, a peak moment at 
the tail end of 2019 December.

See eclipse chart below for the end of December 2019 and the transit search for all the 
conjunctions and oppositions involving transiting Hades.
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Transiting Hades In 2019-2020

(Timeline below December 17, 2019 – February 2020)

The circled parts are dates where Hades continued to trigger several planets in an opposition 

and the major conjunction to the north node which represented the future trend for society
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Also, the trend of another transit in 2020, of Pluto oppose the U.S. Mercury (Pluto severely 
opposing our health, immune system, employment, financial health. mental health and our 
daily normal routines and functionality in the 8th house of death and rebirth). Pluto lower left 
next to Saturn in the 2nd house, oppose U.S. Mercury, upper right inner circle, in the 
8th house. This cycle lasted 2 years. 2020-2021. Also once in 245 some years.
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Why am I bringing up these past cycles? It’s a reminder for myself, to not take these 

particularly rare cycles casually.

The Pluto cycle we’re now entering into, Pluto oppose U.S. Natal Uranus, is a serious 

astrological theme of 1 – 10, an 8 in strength.

Even though, all February, I’ve been unable to detect any one dramatic threat erupting 
anywhere, I know what I know about Pluto oppositions, and I’m very concerned for 2024-2025
to Oct 2026. It would be described as a new threat to our social norm in some form. Not just 
the U.S. and yes, I’ve also thought about launching of AI in a massive way.

Our goal would be for the preservation of our human/divinity, our humanities’ richness and 
creative spark which has a right to thrive, and never be replaced, overwritten or threatened by
anything, especially some Uranus technology. We may be entering a year of requiring we 
pass a test where Atlanteans failed before with their advanced tech, AI and other astral 
phenomena “they” were brought to life without accountability.
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February 25 – April 2024
As we move forward into the second half of February onward, a new theme is emerging as 
the series of Pluto conjunctions which opened a new door of deep diving global research and 
empowerment has done its job.
Venus, Sun and Mercury are now heading towards conjunctions with Saturn, Neptune, the 
North Node and Chiron in the signs Pisces/Aries, from the 28th of February through April 
30th.

Saturn’s Role

Saturn conjoining several planets is a period of seeing new laws, rules, regulations be 
seriously considered or implemented, put into action. Inevitable realities coming from 
observant individuals are bringing to light in a powerful way, the obvious issues which need to
change, now. Whether positive or backwards, this cycle can lead us to final actions taken 
after much pondering over scary situations globally, and then finally there is a concluding 
decision. A final decision, a serious conclusion made and it’s acted upon. They are sobering 
decisions made. We can also sense the need for these promptings for final conclusions in our
own lives. This is the nature of Saturn conjunctions.

Saturn is the Karmic planet. Saturn in Pisces tests for humanity would be for those who abuse
the energies of Pisces which would be manipulations, martyring, crucifying, misleading the 
public, variations of the truth in order to serve a purpose, delusional people in leadership, 
irrational trends which make no sense and perpetuate lies which continue to cause suffering 
and deaths.

Situations which have been hidden, multilayered with agendas, Saturn in Pisces addresses 
the trends of these dysfunctions and brings swift karmic return to these activities which are 
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underhanded and suspiciously corrupt or just basically incompetent. It’s just a cycle, not an 
epic transit, simply a new theme emerging more and more throughout the next few months to 
take actions towards agreements and declarations of how this and that are now going to be 
handled.

There can also be an increase of demands for accountability for those who messed up 
globally.

They could occur overnight. Intense panicky decisions, sudden instructions from higher up 
which some seem equally irrational, some positive, some grasping at straws, plans laid out at 
the last minute, publicly announced, so it could be acted on quickly.

We need those who have the time to dissect, to expose these decisions and actions piece by 
piece. And that will also be happening just as quickly as the conclusions are also being made.
As I write all of this, it’s like hell to me. This is like we’re living in some kind of hell which has 
spilled over into the earth. How intensely we’re all being called to purify it, and clean it up.
It’s like we’re living in a potential heaven and hell bleeding into each other more and more. It’s
too much for a human to handle. But, we have to handle it, and that is why we need our 
forcefield, our circle of fire to be set each morning, to differentiate our reality and frequency 
from the rest.

Saturn’s conjunction dates below

(Note below, the symbol which looks like this, as these are the dates where Saturn is most 

active)
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Saturn Conjunctions In Pisces

On a more personal note about Saturn…and moving into Neptune conjunctions.
Now through March, the Saturn cycle, (table of exact dates above), it’s a time of self 
discipline, concentration upon doing something properly. What I love about Pisces and 
Neptune energies is the inspiration which comes over you to capture the ideal vision of a 
project, an issue, and addressing it as one were capturing the architectural plans of a new 
home. Realizing a vision, an ideal. Bringing it to life. The entire concept must be put in place 
perfectly, just as you’ve seen it in your mind.

Personally, Saturn attempts to constrain, crystallize and confine us. When in Pisces, it urges 
all of us to address the weakness in our world, psychological habits and sabotaging behaviors
in ourselves or in others. It can also be an increase of Pisces Neptunian invasive mood 
altering agendas, as it conjoins Venus, Mercury, Sun and Mars.

This will be addressed but also new events take place with more confusion or possible 
disruptions with the planets also crossing over Neptune on the week of March 6 -12th, March 
14- 18, April 1 – 5 and April 27 – 30.
In our personal lives,
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 I would suspect it will be bringing our attention back to our own weaknesses where we are 
more determined than every to get a handle on.
Our own karmic lessons in life, our weaknesses we just haven’t conquered yet. It will intensify
a strong will to handle any regrets, to fix them now, our unfinished business, our Issues which 
have been neglected. We will be more than ready to make the necessary sacrifices to make it
right.

Now is the time to focus – February 27 – April 10. Get your mindset right and engage in
a new attitude, a new routine to accomplish something. 

And again, this is because we’re moving into the crystalization cycle, of
Saturn, and the idealization cycle of Neptune and also, we’re continuing to move through the 
1st quarter, the 1st three months of the 2024 year, which is when we establish to the best of 
our ability, our new blueprint.

We’re individually and globally, creating a matrix for our future. This is the Etheric quadrant of 
the year, January, February, March 2024 up to the New Moon on April 8.

April 8 Solar Eclipse In Aries

It shifts over into the next cycle, the Mental quadrant, April 8 on the New Moon.
With Venus Mercury and Mars all moving through conjunctions with Saturn in Pisces, on Feb 
28, March 21, April 10 as the strongest peak moments of crystalizing our plans, we want to be
more self aware, self disciplined and a bit more regulated with our daily and hourly work 
production, or self improvement. 

In otherwords, push ourselves with something we care about starting now, and get into a new 
momentum of how we want to live. Whatever you’re determined to get done, now is the time 
to really concentrate on it. It’s about creating a new pattern, integrating with our Higher Self’s 
Reality.
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Neptune Idealizing, visionary, Imagining, tuning a dream into a blueprint and being open to a 

higher way of living. March 8 – 20; April 1 – 5; April 17 – 30.

Here are the Neptune visionary dates below:

Neptune Conjunctions
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This cycle is dual, as we’re being asked to be receptive to the highest vision we can have for 
ourselves and others and challenging mirrors of disaster, foreboding news, negativity and 
apathythroughout this cycle.

The Mercury, Sun, Venus and Mars in Pisces conjunctions to Neptune on March 8 – 17, – 
April 3, 4 – and April 27 – 30 open us up to creative ethereal energies, desire for greater 
service, spiritual quickening and divine love.
It inspires us to invest ourselves into a mission, something we believe in, we want to live like 
or be…

The Neptune cycle is Magical

It has a force compelling us to face the inevitable reality and truth of some thing, and feel that 
conviction within which turns your boat around in a new direction for life, in order to thrive and 
reach success, rather than sink to the bottom of the sea with the old ways. It’s actually very 
magical. The world might declare to you or those who desire to uplift and make a positive 
change, this is impossible, it will never happen, yet it does.

Remember the first task as we move into this week’s planetary themes of Saturn is 
confronting reality and accountability, then interspersed throughout the next several 
weeks with Neptune the planet of inspiration and faith in our task, will be the 
inspiration and magic.

No need to keep track of the alternating dates exactly between Neptune and Saturn 
conjunctions, just know they are working together to help all of us now.
The Daily Planets
Feb 25 Mars at 9* – 12* Aquarius semi-sextile Saturn, square Jupiter, semi-squae 
Neptune.
Try not to take on too much, expect so much from yourself and others at this time. Maintain 
common sense and keep things simple. Take no risks.

Feb 25 Venus 11* Aquarius semi-square Neptune in Pisces
We are on the right track with friendships, community or how we see something playing out 
socially, how we would like things to be, however this day could leave us a bit stuck as to how
to move forward. Interference can occur with sharing our insights with others.

Feb 27-28 Mercury conjoin Sun and Saturn at 9* Pisces and sextile Jupiter
A good cycle for serious conversations. There can be constructive meetings, plans move 
forward, a vibrant interchange of ideas which can translate into actions taken. A positive time 
where one’s insights and inspiration can become realized.

Feb 29 – March 1 Venus at 17* Aquarius sextiles Chiron and North Node
Friendships, relationships reveal truth regarding backstories. You could have greater 
understanding now as to why something has transpired which might have been difficult. We 
get to the bottom of things. Finances are better.

March 7-9 Mercury conjoin Neptune



A time for trusting one’s intuitive guidance. Making decisions to take action on certain things 
which could come to you as solutions to certain frustrations which have been on your mind for
a while.

March 16 – 18 Sun conjoin Neptune The immersion in more emotionally inspired activities
.
March 18 – 20 Mercury conjoin North Node and Chiron in Aries Attention placed upon 
long hours, hard work with fixing problems, thinking ahead, conversations with others who are
part of your life there to help, support. A sense of urgency to act and not back down.

Leading up to Mercury retrograde at 27* Aries on April 1, just in time to intensify the 
already super energy of the Solar Eclipse in Aries on April 8. Mentally aligned with 
courageous decisions and actions required to put new events out there, put them in motion, 
launch new projects, tasks, take control back of your life in some important way. Trust what 
comes to your mind in the weeks prior to April 1, up through the retrograde, as they are hints 
for you to follow, leading you to good outcomes.

• Venus will conjoin to Saturn on the 21st of March, then Neptune on April 3 – 4.
• Sun conjoin North node and Chiron in Aries, and on April 9, 10, 11, 15, 17, 19, Mars 

conjoin Saturn in Pisces, Mercury conjoin Sun
• Mercury conjoin Chiron and Node in Aries and
• Mercury conjoin Venus in Aries.

These conjunctions (motivations, actions taken) above, are simply more examples of when 
we might feel inspired personally. They can also indicate each day waking up and finding out 
some new drama in the news has erupted, and causing a continuous stream of ever changing
life circumstances we’re being expected to handle in our nervous systems. More issues which
require action within our lives, situations at work, home, disruptions, sicknesses, unexpected 
things popping up that must be dealt with. Life is certainly speeding up.

'

AFFIRMATION

“I AM continuously protected, guided and shielded as I move though my day,

unfettered by the illusionary world around me. I AM now invincibly protected

by the sweetness of a higher force, which only produces love for all.”



This cycle leads up to the all important transformative energy of Jupiter conjoin Uranus on 
April 15 – 30, peaking on April 20 in Taurus.

If you recall, this one planetary conjunction from the last few Stardrops, it is likened to a 
moment in time where several incidences of unexpected change and conversation from really
smart people, will breakout for radical upgrading of life in many ways. Solutions discussed, 
revolutionary individuals stepping forward and confrontations of some kind occurring to 
expose the incompetence in all forms of leadership everywhere.



I’m expecting this cycle to be a powerful one for advancement, but as usual, it could be mixed
with an equally dumb move by some who think a particular action launched is going to help.
Someone laughed at my comments a few weeks ago and told me I was so dramatic. Okay, I 
know, I wonder though, how someone could walk through this world at this time and not see 
all the drama? Is it really just me? I don’t think so.
Vondir! Christine
*Means “God bless and keep and speed you on your way.”
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